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NOTICE OF MEETING
The Educational Policy Committee of the University of California Hastings College of the
Law Board of Directors will meet on Thursday, November 8, 2018.
EVENT:

Meeting of the University of California,
Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors
Educational Policy Committee

DATE:

Thursday, November 8, 2018

PLACE:

UC Hastings College of the Law
A. Frank Bray Board Room
198 McAllister Street, 1-Mezzanine
San Francisco, CA 94102

STARTING TIME:

9:00 a.m.

AGENDA:

See Attached

This notice is available at the following University of California, Hastings College of the Law website
address: http://www.uchastings.edu/board

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------For further information please contact Elise Traynum, Secretary of the Board of Directors, 198 McAllister Street,
San Francisco, CA 94102, and (415) 565-4851. You are encouraged to inform Ms. Traynum of your intent to speak
during the public comment period 72 hours in advance of the meeting.
The University of California, Hastings College of the Law subscribes to the Americans with Disabilities Act. If
you need reasonable accommodations, please contact the Secretary’s Office by 10 a.m. on Monday, November 5,
2018.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE
MEETING AGENDA

Thursday, November 8, 2018 – 9:00 a.m.
UC Hastings College of the Law
A. Frank Bray Board Room
198 McAllister Street, 1-Mezzanine
San Francisco, California 94102

1.

Roll Call
Chair Simona Agnolucci
Director Claes Lewenhaupt
Director Mary Noel Pepys
Director Chip Robertson

2.

Public Comment

(Oral)

Approval of Minutes – August 9, 2018

(Written)

4.

Strategic Planning Update

(Written)

5.

Bar Success Initiatives Update

(Written)

*3.

*6.

Adjournment

(Oral)
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Agenda Item: 2
Educational Policy
November 8. 2018

EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING
Public Comment Period
This item is reserved for members of the public to comment on non-agenda and agenda items.
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Agenda Item: *3
Educational Policy
November 8, 2018

EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING

ACTION ITEM:

Approval of Minutes: August 9, 2018
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Agenda Item: 4
Educational Policy
November 8, 2018

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

Academic Dean Morris Ratner

2.

SUBJECT:

Strategic Planning Update

3.

REPORT:

Written

Attachments:



Introductory memo by Academic Dean Morris Ratner
Memo: “Launching Subcommittee Work [Updated]” by Academic Dean Morris
Ratner

Agenda Item: 4

Educational Policy
November 8, 2018

4. Strategic Planning Update
By Morris Ratner, Academic Dean
Strategic planning has commenced in earnest. Based on responses of faculty, staff, and
Board members to a summer survey, and based on conversations at and after the September 14,
2018 retreat, the Strategic Planning Working Group (“SPWG”) identified five topics around which
to engage in strategic planning:
•
•
•
•
•

Student development and fulfillment;
Research and intellectual leadership;
The academic village;
Community cohesion; and
Fiscal health.

For a more detailed description of each subcommittee and the way in which it will carry out its
work in the coming year, please review the attached memorandum sent by SPWG co-chairs
Academic Dean Morris Ratner and CFO David Seward to all subcommittee chairs and members.
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Agenda Item: 4

Educational Policy
November 8, 2018

MEMORANDUM
To:

Strategic Planning Subcommittee Chairs [Dave Owen, Student Development and
Fulfillment; Scott Dodson & Chimene Keitner, Research; David Faigman, Academic
Village; June Sakamoto & Leo Martinez, Community Cohesion; and Morris Ratner &
David Seward, Fiscal Health]
Cc:
Roz Foy
Fr:
Strategic Planning Working Group Co-Chairs Morris Ratner and David Seward
Date: October 24, 2018
Re:
Launching Subcommittee Work [Updated]
We write as co-chairs of the Strategic Planning Working Group (“SPWG”) that is broadly
overseeing the strategic planning process, and encourage you to share this memorandum with the
members of your respective committees. This memorandum broadly sketches the strategic
planning efforts and timeline for the coming year, placing your subcommittee’s work in context
of the overall strategic planning process map. For all committees, we define the expected
deliverables and the resources available to support your efforts.
I.

Starting with the Endgame – The Strategic Plan and Subcommittee Deliverables
A. Substance of the Strategic Plan

Our strategic plan is meant to be a living document that guides us through 2025, taking
into account our institutional commitments to, among other things:
•

Our five-year budget plan, which assumes we balance our budget within a few years;

•

The long-range campus plan, which is being implemented now, and incorporates the notion
of an academic village; and

•

Being a nationally prominent public law school (reputation and ranking).1

The strategic plan will provide a roadmap to achieving these core commitments, while honoring
core values such as excellence and diversity.
Toward these ends, the SPWG identified five planning topics, as indicated in the
subcommittee list attached as Exhibit A – student development, research and intellectual
leadership, the academic village, community cohesion, and fiscal health. Each subcommittee will
develop goals and initiatives, and for each, where practicable, measures of success and budget
estimates, to guide decision-making and frame budget allocation and administrative reporting over
the next several years. Where applicable, in consultation with SPWG co-chairs, each subcommittee
1

To help faculty and staff members of subcommittees see the relationship between their planning efforts and ranking,
we have posted the confidential report of Dr. Stephen N. Goggin in a limited access, view-only Box file, available to
faculty via this link: https://uchastings.app.box.com/file/328098504062.
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should also undertake a rough audit of current expenditures in its domain, to see if we are making
effective use of our limited resources.
We prioritize in strategic planning by funneling from topics, to goals, to initiatives (with
budgets), an implementation plan, and ongoing implementation efforts after the plan is adopted.
(Section IV(A), below, defines terms such as “topics,” “goals,” and “initiatives.”) The selection of
topics was a first step in making our priorities concrete.
Each subcommittee’s work builds on years of strategic decision-making by the College,
including prior-year strategic planning. For example, the College has been implementing the
December 2017 long-range campus plan since the plan was finalized, and David Faigman has
made the creation of an academic village a centerpiece of his planning efforts since becoming
Chancellor & Dean. Similarly, the College has been focused on being a nationally prominent law
school via the reduction in class size and tuition discounting plan (both of which were implemented
consistent with the 2011 strategic plan), and has been engaged in efforts to increase the visibility
of its scholars and their research. The College has pivoted in recent years to focus on Bar Exam
and employment outcomes, with many initiatives in process on the former issue and more to come
this year via the Placements & Clerkships faculty committee on the latter.
As Board of Directors Chair Tina Combs said at the outset of the Fall 2018 Board-Faculty
Retreat, strategic planning efforts give us the opportunity to weave existing efforts and new
subcommittee proposals into a coherent plan that is the subject of community input and dialogue,
so that we are all rowing in the same direction and can focus attention and limited resources on the
same set of coordinated goals.
B. Format of the Strategic Plan
Modern plans include a mix of broad aspirational statements and specific initiatives.2 Here
are some examples:
•

2

UCLA: UCLA’s plan identifies five overarching topics or priorities (“education
innovation,” “research innovation,” “civil engagement/community impact,” “global
outreach,” next century.3 The plan defines specific new initiatives in these domains.
For example, with regards to the topic of research, UCLA identifies as a goal
“expanding the research base,” and with regards to that goal identifies a specific
initiative, which it then describes in detail. Here is just a tiny sample of the text
introducing the proposal: “We propose UCLA inaugurate a visionary agenda that
makes public our mandate of advanced research and education. Downtown UCLA
(DTUCLA) is a public partnership for urban innovation. It has three essential

UCOP’s Enterprise Risk Management page provides helpful strategic planning guidelines and samples of campus
strategic plans. See https://www.ucop.edu/enterprise-risk-management/procedures/objective-setting/strategicplanning.html.
3
See http://www.ucla.edu/strategic-plan/. For each theme, a task force created a report. See, e.g.,
http://www.ucla.edu/strategic-plan/pdf/education-innovation-report.pdf
(re
educational
innovation)
and
http://www.ucla.edu/strategic-plan/pdf/research-innovation-report.pdf (re research innovation).
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ingredients: an interdisciplinary research platform, a free educational program, and a
publicly accessible physical space.”
•

UC San Diego: UC San Diego’s strategic plan4 is less specific, but still identifies five
broad goals (e.g., “delivering an educational and overall experience that develops
students who are capable of solving problems, leading, and innovating in a diverse and
interconnected world”), thirteen strategies for meeting them, and eight measures for
determining if the strategies are working. Its plan touches on many of the same issues
we face, including student advising, the need to adapt pedagogy to a new student
population, and concerns regarding how to best grow the faculty, but does not attempt
to link them to a theme, like capital investment.

•

Duke University: Duke’s Academic Strategic Plan5 identifies three broad themes (e.g.,
“inquiry and discovery”), four goals (e.g., “invest in the Duke faculty”), and a broad
array of initiatives within each. It mixes vague proposals (e.g., at 35 “confront
marginalization and exclusion in the classroom”) with specific ones (e.g., at 34
“organize internal panels for grant review”).

Other plans are really advertisements for the law schools – short on details, at least in terms of
what is posted publicly, but painting an enticing picture of innovation, leadership, and other values
that draw in applicants and donors. NYU’s is one example.6
C. Subcommittee Deliverables
Each subcommittee should establish goals within their assigned topic, and, for each,
develop a mix of broad and specific initiatives. Specific initiatives may be as detailed as Exhibit
B, which is an excerpt of one UCOP plan that, for each initiative, includes timelines, measures of
success, and an estimated budget. At a minimum, for each goal and initiative, we urge you to
provide a narrative that can be easily integrated into a larger strategic plan, with enough detail to
provide the administration with sufficient information to implement your proposals. (Cygnus
Planning will share sample narratives with each committee chair.)
The flip side of developing new initiatives is assessing whether current resource allocations
within each subcommittee’s domain are optimal, bearing in mind that each subcommittee has
limited ability to delve into budget details and that it will instead just be able to make relatively
general assessments about the effectiveness of our current resource allocations. For example, for
the Research subcommittee, it may be prudent to ask whether we are allocating funds for the right
kinds of conferences. Similarly, the Student Development subcommittee might consider whether
funds spent on for-credit bar courses are having the intended effect. Similarly, the Academic
Village subcommittee might ask whether we are allocating space the right functions, if more space
is needed to create a village.

4

See https://plan.ucsd.edu/report/.
See https://strategicplan.duke.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2017/09/TogetherDuke-Sept2017.pdf.
6
See http://www.law.nyu.edu/about/strategic-plan-in-action.
5
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Additional detail on the expected schedule of subcommittees and the delivery of materials
is in the following section.
II.

Strategic Planning Process and Timeline
A. Role of the Strategic Planning Working Group

The SPWG7 is supervising strategic planning efforts. Co-chairs Ratner and Seward are
consulting closely with Christina Paul, principal of Cygnus Planning, and Board of Directors
member Mary Noel Pepys, who has substantial strategic planning experience.
The SPWG will:
•

Translate survey results and community discussions into an updated set of vision and
mission statements.

•

Liaise with all topic subcommittees, train the committee members regarding the
strategic planning process, coordinate all subcommittees’ work, and pull that work
together into a final draft strategic plan; and

•

Create opportunities for continuing community-wide engagement via surveys, alumni
focus groups, staff and student “all-hands” meetings, and faculty meetings (e.g., a
special SP20 meeting). We will coordinate closely with topic subcommittee chairs
when scheduling these focus groups and meetings and when designing surveys.

B. Planning Timeline
1. Community Engagement and Outreach; Research (10/18-2/19)
Coordinating with topic subcommittees, the SPWG and Cygnus Planning will conduct
individual (“stakeholder”) interviews, group meetings, focus groups, and additional surveys to
prompt community engagement. In October and November 2018, Cygnus Planning will prepare
an Existing Conditions Report.
In the same time period, subcommittees will participate in the foregoing work and do other
work they deem helpful in order to give them a basis for developing goals and initiatives.
7

In addition to co-chairs Academic Dean Morris Ratner and CFO David Seward, the Working Group includes: Mary
Noel Pepys, UC Hastings Board of Directors; Courtney Power, UC Hastings Board of Directors; David Faigman,
Chancellor & Dean; Jeff Lefstin, Associate Academic Dean; Scott Dodson, Associate Dean for Research; Jaime King,
Associate Dean and Faculty Director of the UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium and chair of the faculty Long Range
Campus Planning Committee; Grace Hum, Assistant Dean of Student Services; Sari Zimmerman, Senior Assistant
Dean, Career Development Office; June Sakamoto, Senior Assistant Dean of Enrollment Management; Eric
Dumbleton, Chief Development Officer; Camilla Tubbs, Associate Dean for Library and Technology; Richard
Boswell, Professor of Law; Deb Gerardi, Lecturer, Center for Negotiation and Dispute Resolution; Alex Shapiro,
Director of External Relations; Andrea Bing, Director of Accreditation and Assessment; Roz Foy, Academic Dean’s
Office. Tina Combs, Chair of the UC Hastings Board of Directors, has also participated and supported the Group’s
efforts. Christina Paul of Cygnus Planning has also provided advice and support.
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Subcommittees are expected to meet approximately twice per month, with up to approximately six
meetings during this period. The following outlines possible milestones for this phase of planning.
a) Milestone 1: Convene the committee, discuss the committee’s charge
and roles for individual committee members, conduct a preliminary
assessment of opportunities and challenges in the topic area given group
member’s existing knowledge.
b) Milestone 2: Decide how the subcommittee will fit within the SPWG’s
efforts to engage the community via “town hall” style meetings, focus
groups, surveys, and the like, and ensure that the subcommittee has
whatever specialized knowledge can be gathered from staff members
and research into trends and best practices in legal education. This may
include chairs of other subcommittees. This process will be coordinated
with the planning process at large.
c) Milestone 3: Conduct outreach and research into trends and good
practices; compare to UCH practices.
d) Milestone 4: Discuss outreach and research findings as a group, conduct
any other additional inquiry as needed. Coordinate with other
subcommittees and the SPWG to share findings and discuss emerging
trends and priority balancing.
e) Milestone 5: Develop a group summary of findings, including key
challenges, opportunities and initial directions for the topic area.
f) Milestone 6; Finalize and deliver the subcommittee summary,
coordinate with other subcommittees and the SPWG as needed.
2. Subcommittee Drafting of Goals, Initiatives and Measures (2-5/19)
Within each topic, the subcommittees will articulate a concrete set of goals, initiatives, and
measures. Subcommittees are expected to meet approximately twice per month, with an
approximately six meetings during this period. The following outlines suggested milestones for
this phase of planning.
a) Milestone 1: Flesh out the committee’s topic statement, summarizing
the importance of the topic and the direction UC Hastings will take
regarding the topic. Draft an initial set of specific, measurable goals for
the topic.
b) Milestone 2: Articulate initiatives for each goal focused on how to
accomplish the goal. If there are high-impact initiatives that will
improve results across multiple goals, or across multiple topics, flag
them as high-impact. Estimate resource needs for each initiative, and
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discuss whether resource reallocations are needed. If there are initiatives
that will yield a strong result and require few resources, flag them as
such. Consider measures or metrics that the College can use to evaluate
progress towards particular goals and success of initiatives.
c) Milestone 3: Refine goals, initiatives and measures, after review with
fellow subcommittees and SPWG.
d) Milestone 4: Deliver final draft materials to the SPWG.
During this process, each subcommittee should be in regular contact with other subcommittees
and the SPWG via its co-chairs, so that goals and initiatives are coordinated across committees.
3. Draft Plan (5-6/19)
Working closely with the Strategic Planning Working Group and subcommittee chairs,
Christina Paul/Cygnus Planning prepare a first draft of the new strategic plan.
4. Plan Publication (7-8/19)
The draft plan will be published to the community and feedback will be solicited via
surveys and focus groups and an “open-house.”
5. Fall 2019 Board-Faculty Retreat (9/19)
The final draft plan will be the subject of discussion at the fall 2019 board-faculty retreat.
6. Finalize and Publish Plan (10-11/19)
The final plan will be published by November of 2019.
7. Implementation and Reporting
Each year thereafter, Chancellor & Dean David Faigman and his administration will
implement and regularly report regarding progress on the plan pursuant to the Standing Orders of
the Board of Directors 100.4 [r] and [s]. The plan is a “living document,” meaning that the College
obviously needs to be able to re-prioritize as conditions warrant. Changes in strategic planning will
be explicit and public.
C. Board Member Liaisons and Alumni Members of Subcommittees
Each subcommittee has a Board member liaison and a few of the committees will be
assigned additional alumni members. It is our hope that subcommittee chairs will affirmatively
reach out to Board member liaisons and any alumni assigned to their subcommittees to keep them
informed of developments, even if they are able to participate less frequently than are faculty, staff,
and student subcommittee members.
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D. Subcommittee Coordination
As noted, the SPWG will facilitate coordinated information gathering and community
engagement across subcommittees, asking subcommittees to have consolidated town halls, focus
groups, and/or surveys to the extent practicable. Coordination will also be achieved in part by
having SPWG co-chairs AD Morris Ratner and/or CFO David Seward attend each subcommittee’s
meetings, and will work with Cygnus Planning to integrate subcommittee work product into a
consolidated draft plan. Also, over the next several months, we would like to put subcommittees
in conversation with each other to address possible tensions among committees, and so that
subcommittees can share expertise with each other.
For example, it is important for members of the Research and Intellectual Leadership
Subcommittee, who might be inclined to propose certain initiatives regarding, say, the composition
of the faculty, to be in conversation with both Fiscal Health and Student Fulfillment
subcommittees, to ensure that competing institutional and faculty needs are at least taken into
account in light of budget circumstances.
III.

Next Steps

Now that subcommittee chairs have attended a training session, Roz Foy is scheduling
meetings to take place regularly through the remainder of this semester and academic year, bearing
in mind the suggested milestones described in II(B), above.
IV.

Resources; Strategic Planning Primer and Background; Prior UC Hastings Plans

Prior-year UCH strategic plans and the Fall 2017 and Fall 2018 retreat packages are
available in read-only format for College employee members of the strategic planning topic
subcommittees via this Box link: https://uchastings.app.box.com/folder/53069470427. Additional
resources are available on request. The remainder of this memorandum is lifted from retreat
materials, and includes a strategic planning primer, including definitions of key terms, and a
summary of prior UCH planning efforts.
A. Strategic Planning Primer
Strategic planning is “a deliberative, disciplined approach to producing fundamental
decisions and actions that shape and guide what an organization…is, what it does, and why.”8 It
should clarify priorities and inform programmatic and budget analysis and choices, orient diverse
groups towards common goals, and boost engagement and thus morale.
Note on language:
8

John M. Bryson, STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR PUBLIC AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS: A GUIDE TO STRENGTHENING
th
AND SUSTAINING ORGANIZATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT (5 ed. 2018), at 8. See also Karen E. Hinton, A PRACTICAL GUIDE
STRATEGIC
PLANNING
IN
HIGHER
EDUCATION
(2012)
(at
TO
http://www.sunymaritime.edu/sites/default/files/media/Documents/A%20Practical%20Guide%20to%20Strategic%2
0Planning.pdf ).
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•

Topics: “Topics” are the subjects around which we engage in strategic planning, by
identifying broad “goals” and specific strategies or “initiatives.”

•

Goals: Our “goals” are particular ambitions within a topic. If the topic is “student
outcomes,” for example, a “goal” might be to have a bar pass rate that is within “x”
percentage points of the University of California law school average pass rate by 2025.

•

Strategies or initiatives: “Strategies” are specific initiatives designed to achieve our goals.
For example, within the “topic” of “fiscal sustainability,” we might have a “goal” of a
balanced budget within “x” years. A “strategy” could be a specific proposal regarding
development of a new revenue stream.

•

Measures: “Measures” of success are the yardsticks against which we can evaluate whether
we are adopting our strategies or achieving our goals. For example, taking the prior
example, a measure of success of a program designed to create a new revenue stream could
be an enrollment target or a net revenue figure.

The best strategic plans involve choices among competing values and goals. Those choices
are reflected in the goals and strategies identified in the plan itself. Conversely, plans that fail to
consider resource constraints make poor roadmaps for future decision-making.
Sadly, many planning processes fail because those involved have been encouraged to “blue
sky it” without grounding their planning in a clearly-articulated vision for the future and
without tethering it to in-depth, cost-benefit analyses and a realistic financial plan -- or
sometimes simply any financial plan at all. Or to put it another way, it is a recipe for disaster
when those involved in planning are asked to imagine a rosy future without regard to
available resources: human, financial and facilities. It is also dangerous to rely on overly
ambitious fundraising goals to fund new initiatives.
Planning processes also fail when they are designed to try to accommodate all
constituencies rather than to seek to identify a small number of strategic institutional
imperatives or priorities. This approach generally results in an unwieldy wish list that does
not produce an institutional road map for the future from which sound financial choices
and fundraising goals derive.9
B. Prior Strategic Planning Efforts at UC Hastings
I am informed that this new round of strategic planning is the College’s fifth, if we count
the LRCP, and the College’s fourth if we do not.

9

Susan Resneck Pierce, Hope and Denial are not Strategies, Inside Higher Ed (January 31, 2017) (available at
https://www.insidehighered.com/views/2017/01/31/how-colleges-should-rethink-their-strategic-planning-processesessay).
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1995: “Hastings 2000” (Mary Kay Kane Era)
Then-Chancellor & Dean Mary Kay Kane spearheaded the College’s first strategic
planning efforts in the mid-1990s. The 1995 plan included seven broad topics (Curriculum:
Professionalism, Faculty: Identity and Recognition, Student Body: Composition and Quality,
Staff: Professionalism and Community, Quality of Life: Campus Environment and Community,
Quality of Life: Support Services, and Alumni and Community Relations and Fundraising). For
each topic, the plan stated specific goals and briefly identified strategies. For example, with regards
to the topic of the curriculum, a stated goal was “emphasizing cogent and persuasive writing,” one
initiative in support of which was to “investigate ways to incorporate more writing into first year
courses.”
The 1995 plan, though advanced for its day, differed from modern plans in that the goals
and initiatives were not fleshed out with a great deal of specificity, were not explicitly linked to
budget or capital planning, and did not specify measures of success.
Late 1990s: “Hastings 2007”
In the late 1990s, in anticipation of a 1999 ABA self-study, the College undertook a second
period of strategic planning that resulted in the “Hastings 2007” strategic plan. It maintained the
focus on the same seven topics, and mostly maintained the same goals articulated in the prior
strategic plan, but suggested additional strategies for achieving those goals. For example, with
regards to the same goal of emphasizing “cogent and persuasive writing.” One of several stated
strategies was to “continue to investigate ways in which Legal Writing & Research and Moot Court
can be improved and better integrated with the first-year course offerings and implement changes
to enhance the quality of that program.”
2010-11: Frank Wu/Shauna Marshall Era
Our existing strategic plan published in 2011, was the product of a multi-year process that
included the following elements, among others:
•
•
•
•
•

10

A focus on the next 5-7 years;
Inclusive information gathering, including faculty, staff, students, and alumni;
Utilization of “SWOT”10 analysis to identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats;
Development of a strategic planning memo; and
Follow-up actions by administrators aimed at achieving the strategic plan’s goals.

A “SWOT” analysis looks at an organization’s internal strengths and weaknesses and external opportunities and
threats, as a foundation for strategic planning. The 2011 SWOT survey results are available in the Box file at
https://uchastings.app.box.com/folder/53069470427. The July 2018 initial strategic planning survey updates that
SWOT analysis.
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2017 Long Range Campus Plan
Our December 2017 capital plan is the product of years of campus-wide planning efforts.
It takes into account and is consistent with but expands upon our programmatic mission statement
and strategic plan. Because this document has been widely circulated and discussed in the recent
past, we do not summarize it or the process that led to it here.
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EXHIBIT A
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Strategic Planning Subcommittees
“UC Hastings 2025”
The Strategic Planning Working Group (“SPWG”) adopted the following list of topic
subcommittees to undertake strategic planning efforts during the remainder of the year, bearing in
mind our core mission,1 and building off and recognizing the prior work done to achieve our 2011
Strategic Plan and our 2017 Long Range Campus Plan. Each subcommittee listed below is tasked
with engaging with its members and, in coordination with the SPWG, the broader community.
Each subcommittee will develop goals, initiatives, and, where appropriate, measures of success,
between now and the end of this academic year. The SPWG, in collaboration with Cygnus
Planning, will train subcommittees and integrate their work product into a cohesive, living strategic
plan.
Each subcommittee will do its work mindful of our existing commitments, including,
among others, to:
•

Our five-year budget plan, which assumes we balance our budget within a few years;

•

The long-range campus plan, which is being implemented now, and incorporates the notion
of an academic village; and

•

Being a nationally prominent public law school (reputation and ranking).

The subcommittees will think strategically about how to achieve our core commitments and
balance our core values – such as excellence, justice, and diversity – as they plan for our future.
The committees are:2
•

Student Development and Fulfillment
To provide a top-quality educational program that prepares our students for fulfilling
professional lives (bearing in mind the importance of focusing on bar and employment
outcomes, as well as student wellbeing).

1

Our website contains a version of our mission statement: “The mission of the University of California Hastings
College of the Law is to provide an academic program of the highest quality, based upon scholarship, teaching, and
research, to a diverse student body. We work hard to assure our graduates have a comprehensive understanding and
appreciation of the law and are well trained for the multiplicity of roles that they will play in a society and profession
that are subject to continually changing demands and needs.” See https://www.uchastings.edu/home/aba-requireddisclosures/.
2
We are waiting on student member nominations from ASUCH for two committee, and alumni additions for three
committees. We will add names on a rolling basis.

Wednesday, October 24, 2018
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Members: Dave Owen (chair), Jeff Lefstin, Alina Ball, Stefano Moscato, Linh Spencer,
Sari Zimmerman, and Tina Tran (student)3
Board of Directors Liaisons: Adrienne Go and Claes Lewenhaupt
•

Research and Intellectual Leadership
To have UC Hastings recognized as a premier center of learning (bearing in mind our
peer assessment score)
Members: Scott Dodson (co-chair), Chimene Keitner (co-chair), Ben Depoorter, Kate
Bloch, Alex Shapiro, Abigail Blue (grants).
Board of Directors Liaisons: Chip Robertson and Simona Agnolucci

•

Academic Village (LRCP) and "External" Engagement
To create and define an “academic village,” a concept which includes, among other
things, leveraging our space and location to create a hub of interdisciplinary activity
and engagement with other educational programs, Silicon Valley/Midmarket and
Tenderloin, local/state/federal government, and other communities in which we are
embedded (bearing the December 2017 Long Range Campus Plan in mind, and
including programmatic efforts such as our “subject centers” on business, tax, and
legal tech)
Members: David Faigman (chair), Mary Noel Pepys, Jared Ellias, Alice
Armitage, Rhiannon Bailard, Sandy Plenski, Mark Aaronson, Brittany Glidden, and
Robert Miranda (student)
Board of Directors Liaison: Mary Noel Pepys

•

Community Cohesion
To improve our ability to effectively coordinate efforts among departments to better the
student experience of navigating through administrative processes and to foster a
cooperative environment among all employees and across departments; to advance
efforts to create an inclusive and welcoming culture on campus for all members of the
UC Hastings community; and to fully activate and engage our alumni network
Members: Leo Martinez (co-chair), June Sakamoto (co-chair), Marsha Cohen, Sheila
Purcell, Grace Hum, Alex Shapiro/Eric Dumbleton4

3

This year’s Placements & Clerkships faculty committee, which is reviewing employment issues, will identify a
“liaison” to this subcommittee.
4
The Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Working Group will identify a “liaison” for this committee.

Wednesday, October 24, 2018
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Board of Directors Liaisons: Tina Combs and Tom Gede
•

Fiscal Health and Organizational Capacity
To achieve a balanced budget within five years, while investing in the plan, our
technology infrastructure, etc. (bearing in mind current five-year budget, admissions
strategies), and to promote a “learning organization” culture, including effective
performance review processes
Members: Morris Ratner (co-chair), David Seward (co-chair), Robin Feldman, Joel Paul,
Richard Boswell, Andrew Scott (HR), FFC member(s), Camilla Tubbs
Board of Directors Liaisons: Don Bradley and Christian Osmena

Strategic Planning Working Group Co-Chairs Morris Ratner and David Seward will split
up responsibility for and participate as an ex officio member of each subcommittee, except on
the one committee where they are listed as co-chairs. Christina Paul of Cygnus Planning is
assisting with subcommittee training and ensuring that work across subcommittees is conducted
in a coordinated and mutually-aware fashion. The SPWG will continue to serve as a unifying
advisory body throughout the planning process, will steward the development/refinement of
value, vision and mission statements, and will create additional opportunities for community
input.
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UC HEALTH DIVISION 2017-2022 STRATEGIC PLAN

We hope you will find the document helpful in understanding our priorities.

12/21/17

2

The plan outlines 12 goals to set the direction of the UC Health Office for the next five
years. These are neither the only things this office may do nor do they constitute the
strategic goals for UC Health writ large. Instead, this plan is a guide to what our office will
do to advance the agenda of the medical centers and health professionals schools for
whom we work; of course with the concurrence of the UC President.

The following is the strategic plan for the Division of UC Health in the Office of the
President. It is the culmination of over five months of stakeholder feedback –
(Chancellors, Medical Center CEOs, Deans of all 18 UC Health’s Health Professional
Schools and others with whom we partner) and hard work by UC Health Managers and
Staff. At the outset, we want to note with gratitude and affection the hard work and
leadership of Kathy Eftekhari, from UCOP’s Program Management Office.

Introduction
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Advance UC Health’s mission by championing a strong health-related perspective within UCOP
and by marshalling campus expertise and external partners to effectively advocate on key
health policy issues

UC HEALTH DIVISION 2017-2022 STRATEGIC PLAN

Policy &
Advocacy

Attract, develop and retain diverse, highly productive, talented, and motivated people who
exemplify our core values and thrive in a culture of service, innovation and change

People

Optimize delivery of programs and services through systemwide implementation of best
practices that promote efficiency, effectiveness and quality

Operational
Excellence

Ensure financial stability of the UC Health enterprise through efficient and effective financial
management practices to support teaching, research and clinical care

Develop, catalyze and disseminate new ideas, methods, and technologies to advance and
continuously improve health sciences education, research, clinical care and health plans

Innovation

Financial
Stability

Cultivate a systemwide approach to optimize decision-making and to implement the highest
quality health sciences education, research and clinical care toward the improvement of health
for all Californians and beyond

Systemness

The following 6 strategic objectives are broad-based, long-term aims that will move the division
towards actualizing its vision. All UC Health goals support multiple strategic objectives.

UC Health Division Strategic Objectives
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Engel

Dias

Engel

Tauber Offer Compelling UC Health Plans

Engel

Nation Develop Systemwide Enrollment Plan & Strategy

Nation Advance Progress in Promoting Diversity & Inclusion

Nation Advance Interprofessional Health Sciences Education

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

: High/Moderate Impact and Moderate Urgency

UC HEALTH DIVISION 2017-2022 STRATEGIC PLAN

: High Impact and/or High Urgency

Develop UC Health Leadership Program

Stobo

12

Priority Key:

More Effectively Influence Public Policy as a System

Engel

11

Strengthen UC Health Internal Effectiveness

Leverage Systemwide Data to Optimize Performance

Improve UC Health Financial Management

Improve Quality and Outcomes; Lower Cost

Engel

Facilitate Systemwide Strategic Planning

Williard Enhance LSfV Program

2

1

Goal
Priority Owner Goal Topic
#

Financial
Stability

: High/Moderate Impact and Less Urgency

Operational
Excellence

12/21/17

People

Strategic Objective
Systemness Innovation

UC Health Division Goal Snapshot
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Policy &
Advocacy

30

OE

FS

Lead Department: PROC/Williard
Priority:

Enhance LSfV Program

Achieve at least $500 million/year in cost reduction/revenue generation starting in FY18-19 through improved
system operational effectiveness by implementing new Leveraging Scale for Value (LSfV) initiatives and a new
organization/governance for LSfV
Create and approve new governance structure for LSfV by January 2018
Define specific initiatives to be included in the LSfV program by December 2017
Create 3-year Strategic Plan for the overall LSfV Program (including multiple initiatives) by March 2018
Create detailed financial plan to include self funding mechanism, infrastructure/staffing requirements and all other
expenses plus expected return to UC Health by March 2018
Complete infrastructure build by FY18-19
Develop and execute annual plans for each LSfV initiative to meet strategic goals and annual value targets set for the
LSfV Program beginning in FY18

Goal/Key Strategies & Timeline

UC HEALTH DIVISION 2017-2022 STRATEGIC PLAN

1f

1e

1d

1a
1b
1c

1

#
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17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22

1. Greater value through cost savings and revenue generation by coordinating operations and services across the entire UC Health System
2. Greater engagement and cooperation between leaders of the individual medical centers and UC Health Leadership
3. Operational efficiencies, savings and revenue streams that are sustainable and ongoing

Benefits:

To date, LSfV initiatives have been led by key leaders throughout the UC Health system. There is an opportunity to institutionalize the program and
expand it through centralized support structures and continued engagement and participation from key leaders of the Medical Centers. A governance
structure will be created that is led by a key executive from one of the Medical Centers. Each initiative will be led by a key medical Center or UC
Health Executive. Initiatives would have 3-5 year strategic plans supported by annual plans that are measureable with detailed project plans for
execution. UC Health will commit to fund the initial infrastructure consisting of analytical, project management and administrative staff required to
support the initiatives. The entire LSfV program will become fully self-funded through savings and revenue generation realized through its initiatives
and return additional value through cost savings or revenue generation back to the organization. Included in potential opportunities are insourcing of
functions such as Reference Labs, Specialty Pharmacies, etc.

Proposed Solution:

UC Health has had great success from its Leveraging Scale for Value (LSfV) program. There is an opportunity to expand the number and types of
initiatives based on learnings from initiatives to date that will greatly increase the value to UC Health in additional cost savings and revenue
enhancements.

Opportunity:

Goal: Achieve at least $500 million/year in cost reduction/revenue generation starting in FY18-19 through improved
system operational effectiveness by implementing new Leveraging Scale for Value (LSfV) initiatives and a new
organization/governance for LSfV

S

UCH Goal 1
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Enhance LSfV Program

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

21-22
0

Total

250M

1.1M

0

17-18

500M

2.2M

0

18-19

500M

2.2M

0

19-20

500M

2.2M

0

20-21

500M

2.2M

0

21-22

0

Total

UC HEALTH DIVISION 2017-2022 STRATEGIC PLAN

N/A

Additional Information:
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C/L Annual Revenue/Savings: $500M from existing work streams (Supply Chain, Revenue Cycle, IT) plus new Target Areas (Pharmacy, Capital
Equipment, Laboratory Services, plus 3 additional to be named)
• Using a 50% estimate of final revenue/savings target for FY 17-18 as infrastructure will still be developing

0

0

0

20-21

•

0

Annual Savings/Revenue

0

19-20

CAMPUS/LOCATION IMPACT

Campus / Location Annual Costs: Estimated support staff compensation ($1,936,400) + travel ($40k) + strategy meetings ($50k) +
software/tool licenses ($200k). Note: planning activities for FY17-18 will be done by existing staff with no additional compensation expense.
• Support Staff include: Executive Champion for Overall LSfV Program, Executive Champion for each Initiative, Project Management
Support (5), Analyst Support (5), Administrative Support (1)
• Infrastructure build will not be completed until FY18-19. Using a 50% estimate of final annual infrastructure to estimate costs for FY 17-18

0

Ongoing Annual Costs (Permanent)

0

18-19

UCH DIV IMPACT

•

0

17-18

One-Time Project Costs (Temporary)

Project and Operational
Financial Estimates:

1. Specific value targets for the LSfV Program will be set on an annual basis; minimum value target for FY18 – FY19 will be $500M
o Each Initiative will have targets and metrics to include cost savings / revenue generation as well as infrastructure expense management and
net value returned to UC Health that in aggregate will meet the Program Goals.

Metrics and Targets:

1. LSfV Strategic Plan and Governance Structure will be approved by UC Health and Medical Center Leadership
2. Infrastructure as identified in the detailed Financial Plan will be implemented to support execution of initiatives
3. Each UC Health Medical Center commits to full participation in the LSfV Program including all initiatives

Assumptions:

Goal: Achieve at least $500 million/year in cost reduction/revenue generation starting in FY18-19 through improved system
operational effectiveness by implementing new Leveraging Scale for Value (LSfV) initiatives and a new organization/
governance for LSfV

UCH Goal 1
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I

OE

FS

P

PA
Lead Department: S&P/Engel
Priority:

Facilitate Systemwide Strategic Planning

To inform and enhance strategic decision making and avoid conflicting and/or redundant efforts, UC Health will provide leadership and
support for campuses to collectively prioritize and advance targeted systemwide and regional transactions and initiatives beginning in
January 2018
In the first quarter of 2018 (i) conduct a landscape analysis to inventory current multi-campus and system-level initiatives – to identify gaps,
redundancies, as well as opportunities for future coordination; (ii) engage a consultant to conduct a market analysis.
Appoint leadership and secure project management support to advance already-identified initiatives not included in strategic planning goals (e.g.,
Cancer Center Consortium, telehealth, Medicaid public affairs and primary care strategy) by March 2018
In the first quarter of 2018, engage a skilled facilitator to lead a detailed conversation with campus leadership at a spring retreat to determine systemwide and regional priorities, including, e.g., for clinical integration; growth, partnerships and affiliations; quality and population health management;
reporting; multi-campus research initiatives; capital projects; and branding.
Based on input from the facilitated leadership discussions, drive and support a system-wide strategic planning process beginning in July 2018 to be
completed by December 2018
Assemble a team with the necessary business and operational capabilities (including market analyses, business development and project
management capabilities) by December 2018
Convene regular discussions with stakeholders on campuses to revisit priorities and identify new ones; strategic plan to be revisited and updated
annually.

UC HEALTH DIVISION 2017-2022 STRATEGIC PLAN

2f

2e

2d

2c

2b

2a

2

# Goal/Key Strategies & Timeline
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17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22

1. System-wide decisions will take into account the needs of all constituencies and existing undertakings – leading to optimal partnerships and initiatives that will drive greater
operational efficiencies and maximize value derived from our efforts and resources
2. Leverage size, expertise and reputation of multiple medical centers for clinical excellence, lower cost of care, improved patient access, and marketing power
3. Avoid duplicative and inconsistent efforts and competition among medical centers; obtain more favorable contract terms

Benefits:

Establish a coordinated, resourced mechanism to examine the full UC Health landscape (including existing initiatives) to identify and evaluate new opportunities; spot and
remedy inconsistencies and redundancies; and drive and facilitate coordination among the campuses to prioritize activities and take action. A devoted strategic planning
function (including market analysis, business development and project management capabilities) will enable UC Health to support the health sciences campuses in aligning
with each other, and in advancing mutually-agreed-upon regional and system-wide initiatives and transactions – and in particular to advance initiatives where a multi-campus
approach is necessary or beneficial. Convening and coordinating with campus leadership, UC Health will seek to reach consensus on areas of future collaboration, and to
support execution of agreed-upon projects and transactions, including opportunities to improve synergies between the clinical enterprise and health professional schools.

Proposed Solution:

While the goals in the UC Health strategic plan seek to foster systemwide collaboration, including integration between the clinical enterprise and health professional schools,
there are many activities that do not fall under these goals. Our various efforts to achieve “systemness” are often not coordinated and integrated. Although UC Health has
implemented several successful system-level initiatives, our work is often led by individuals working in silos, and decisions to undertake new projects and initiatives are
sometimes ad hoc. Strategic decisions regarding large-scale contracting, affiliations, and other clinical and operational initiatives are often made at the campus level without
consideration of the advantages that might ensue from a multi-campus approach. There is a need for more proactive systemwide strategic decision-making to promote
ongoing coordination, integration and more effective use of limited resources.

Opportunity:

Goal: To inform and enhance strategic decision making and avoid conflicting and/or redundant efforts, UC Health
will provide leadership and support for campuses to collectively prioritize and advance targeted systemwide and
regional transactions and initiatives beginning in January 2018

S

UCH Goal 2
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Facilitate Systemwide Strategic Planning

Buy-in from and engagement by medical center leadership for this effort
Cooperation by Chief Strategy Officers and other relevant campus-level leaders and stakeholders
Funding – for positions in UC health to carry out this function; funding for third-party facilitator for Spring retreat
Head count – ability to hire 2-3 positions in UC Health

17-18

0

340,000
0

790,000

0

18-19

0

900,000

0

19-20

0

900,000

0

20-21

UCH DIV IMPACT

0

900,000

0

21-22
200,000

Total

0

0

0

17-18

0

0

0

18-19

UC HEALTH DIVISION 2017-2022 STRATEGIC PLAN

N/A

0

0

0

19-20

0

0

0

20-21

12/21/17

0

0

0

21-22

CAMPUS/LOCATION IMPACT

UCH Project Costs: Consulting: market landscape analysis; preparation for and facilitation of leadership retreat
UCH Annual Costs: 1 project manager ($225k); bus dev / market analyst ($350k)

Additional Information:

•
•

Annual Savings/Revenue

Ongoing Annual Costs (Permanent)

One-Time Project Costs (Temporary) 200,000

Project and Operational
Financial Estimates:

1. Strategic plan completed and being used to guide decisions, actions, and resource allocation beginning January 2019
2. Ongoing mechanisms put in place to identify, vet and prioritize future activities and investment by July 2019

Metrics and Targets:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Assumptions:

0

25

Total

Goal: To inform and enhance strategic decision making and avoid conflicting and/or redundant efforts, UC Health
will provide leadership and support for campuses to collectively prioritize and advance targeted systemwide and
regional transactions and initiatives beginning in January 2018

UCH Goal 2

34
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Memo: “Bar Success — Passing Grades” by Academic Dean Morris Ratner

Agenda Item: 5

Educational Policy
November 8,.2018

5. Bar Success Initiatives Update
By Morris Ratner, Academic Dean
In academic year 2016-17, the faculty voted to add three upper division bar-tested subjects
as graduation requirements, i.e., Criminal Procedure, Constitutional Law II, and Evidence.
(Academic Regulations, Section 705.) The faculty voted at its September 2018 faculty meeting to
require students to earn at least a “C” in each class to pass it. Amended Academic Regulation 705
now reads: “All students must enroll in and receive a grade of ‘C’ or above in Constitutional Law
II, Criminal Procedure, and Evidence.” This means that students who earn below a C in a required
upper division bar-tested subject will need to retake the course in order to graduate. This change
is meant to ensure a baseline of knowledge and skills development in essential areas prior to
graduation.
Under Academic Regulation 1001, grades for classes with 30 or more students must meet
the stated normalization guidelines: 15 to 25% of grades shall be awarded as A- and above; 7 to
12% of grades must be below B-. Faculty are not required to award grades below a C. Since 2015,
more than 97% of our students have earned a grade of C or higher in Evidence, Criminal Procedure,
and Constitutional Law II. However, in that same time period, 15.9% of students in the bottom
10% of the class have earned a grade of C- or below in Evidence, 12% of students in that same
cohort have earned a grade of C- or below in Criminal Procedure, and 3.1% of the same cohort has
earned a C- or below in Constitutional Law II. Under the new regulation, those students would
need to retake the courses covered by Academic Regulation 705.
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